Highly porous oxide structures are of significant importance for a wide variety of applications in fuel cells, chemical sensors, and catalysis, due to their high surface-to-volume ratio, gas permeability, and possible unique chemical or catalytic properties. Here we fabricated and characterized Sm 0.2 Ce 0.8 O 1.9Àd films with highly porous and vertically oriented morphology as a high performance solid oxide fuel cell anode as well as a model system for exploring the impact of electrode architecture on the electrochemical reaction impedance for hydrogen oxidation. 
Introduction
Due to their combination of high efficiency and fuel flexibility, solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) can play a critical role in a carbonneutral, sustainable energy future.
1 A key step in the fuel-cell energy conversion process is hydrogen electro-oxidation, H 2 (gas) + O 2À / H 2 O (gas) + 2e À , at the anode. State-of-the-art SOFCs typically employ porous composite anodes formed of an ionically conducting oxide and a catalytically active, electronically conducting metal, most commonly Ni. 2 The hydrogen electro-oxidation reaction is generally assumed to take place only within a limited region near the three-phase boundaries (3PBs), where the electronic conductor, ion conductor, and gas phase are in simultaneous contact. 2 The conventional view further holds that the metal component provides the site for catalytic activity. In composite anodes in which the traditional YSZ (yttria stabilized zirconia) is replaced with an oxide of substantial electronic conductivity (in addition to high ionic conductivity) and high surface catalytic activity, however, the electrochemically active region for hydrogen electro-oxidation can be expected to extend beyond the 3PBs to the two-phase boundary (2PB) between the oxide and gas interface. Such behavior has, in fact, recently been demonstrated by the present authors in the case of doped ceria. 3 Expansion of the active zone to the entire area of 2PBs in a porous electrode can, in turn, be anticipated to enhance the overall electrode reaction rate over that in a 3PB dominated process.
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To take full advantage of the 2PB reaction pathway in highactivity, mixed electron and oxygen ion conducting oxides, porous structures with high specific area, well-defined features, and high thermal stability are desirable. Typical fabrication routes, however, yield random structures that must be described by multiple microstructural parameters including porosity, pore size distribution, tortuosity, specific surface area, and percolation characteristics of the ion and electron transport pathways. Consequently, prediction and ultimate optimization of the activity of typical porous structures is extremely challenging.
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Moreover, insufficient specific surface area can necessitate very high temperature operation for satisfactory electrode performance, during which structures suffer from thermally induced coarsening, degrading electrode activity. To address these challenges, we employ pulsed laser deposition as a route to fabricate porous films with reproducible and controllable features. We show that not only are films of Sm 0.2 Ce 0.8 O 1.9Àd (SDC, a material of mixed electron and oxygen ion conductivity under reducing conditions) prepared by this route thermally stable, but also that they enable quantitative connections between architectural features and electrochemical properties and ultimately yield SOFC anode structures of unprecedented activity.
Experimental procedures
Electrochemical cells with a symmetric geometry (electrode|electrolyte|electrode) were fabricated using 10 Â 10 Â 0.5 mm (100) Y 0. 16 , 20 Hz) on both sides of the YSZ electrolyte. The PLD targets were prepared from high purity commercial SDC (Nextech Materials). Powders were compacted at 350 MPa using an isostatic press and then sintered at 1250 C for 5 h. To avoid contamination during film growth, sacrificial layers, also YSZ, were placed between the substrate and the PLD heater stage. The growth temperature, measured by a thermocouple in direct contact with the YSZ wafer (bonded with Pt adhesive paste), was $650
C. Average heating rates were 10 C min
À1
. The deposition temperature and atmosphere were 650 C and 100 mTorr O 2 , respectively, conditions found to yield porous rather than dense films. Film thickness was varied between 0.22 and 10.8 mm by varying deposition time from 8 to 416 min.
The microstructure was examined using a Carl Zeiss LEO 1550VP scanning electron microscope (SEM), and analyzed by ImageJ (National Institute of Health) software. Cross-sectional images were obtained from samples milled by focused ion beam methods (FEI Helios Nanolab, a 30 kV, 0.92 nA) after vacuuminfiltration with a low-viscosity resin (Buehler Epothin). In this case SEM images were collected using a ZEISS Ultra 55 scanning electron microscope. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the crystal structure, phase purity, and orientation distributions of the films using a Philips X'Pert Pro MRD Pro diffractometer (Cu Ka source, 45 kV, 40 mA, 4-crystal Ge(220)/ (440) monochromator), equipped with a four-circle goniometer. In-plane X-ray diffraction patterns (f scan) were collected for the (111) peak after tilting the specimen by 54. 7 . BET measurements (Micrometritics ASAP 2020) were performed to assess specific surface area of selected samples, specifically, films grown to 1.08 and 4.40 mm in thickness. In order to ensure sensitivity of the technique (which requires a large total surface area), eight identical symmetric samples with SDC films on each side of the respective YSZ substrate were prepared and measured simultaneously using Kr gas at 77 K.
The electrochemical characteristics of the porous films were measured by A.C. impedance spectroscopy (ACIS, Solartron 1260, perturbation voltage of 20 to 40 mV), carried out under controlled temperatures and atmospheres under zero bias using a geometrically symmetric configuration. Both Pt, typically considered highly active for hydrogen electro-oxidation, and Au, considered catalytically inert (but more difficult to apply), were used as current collectors. Pastes of the respective metals were applied to the porous SDC electrode surfaces by brush-painting over a silk-screening mask. The Pt paste (Engelhard 6082) was subsequently fired at 900 C for two h, whereas the Au paste (Fuelcellmaterials Au-I-10) was fired at 700 C for two h. In the case of the Au, a 100 nm Au layer was deposited by sputtering (AJA International) before applying the paste, so as to improve contact with the current collector. The cells were placed inside a continuous-flow alumina tube to which H 2 -H 2 O-Ar gas mixtures were delivered via digital mass flow controllers, with some of the gas, as required to attain the target pH 2 O, passing through a water bubbler placed inside an isothermal water bath. The total flow rate was kept constant at 101 cm 3 min À1 (standard temperature and pressure) and both sides of the cell exposed to the single gas environment. Effluent humidity was monitored using a Rotronic Hygroflex capacitive sensor. Data were analyzed using ZView software (Scribner Associates, version 2.9b). Area-normalized resistance and capacitance values are designated with a $, wherẽ R is RÂA,C is C/A and A is the projected electrolyte area.
Results and discussion
SEM micrographs of representative SDC films are shown in Fig. 1 . The films display well-defined, high surface-area morphologies, as desired. The oxide grows in the form of vertically aligned square columns under the optimized pressure of 100 mTorr. Out-of-plane X-ray diffraction (XRD) (2q scan) showed only (100) cubic fluorite peaks, indicative of highly oriented texture (Fig. 2a) . The number and position of diffraction peaks observed by in-plane XRD (f scan) was also consistent with the rotational symmetry of the crystallographic plane normal to the incident beam, indicating alignment registry between the film and the substrate (Fig. 2b) . Deposition under lower oxygen pressures (a few mTorr) led to dense films, 3, 11 whereas higher pressures ($200 mTorr) led to random, disordered microstructures (not shown). The vertical alignment of both the pores and the oxide features indicates that diffusion of electronic, ionic, and gas phase species will be largely confined to one dimension, providing the desired simplification of the complex electrochemical reaction pathways.
The images in Fig. 1 reveal that the SDC columns thicken as they grow and, simultaneously, their number density (i.e., number of columns per unit projected area) decreases. Quantitative evaluations of these and additional relevant microstructural features -column width, column number density, surface area enhancement factor, and specific area -and their dependences on film thickness are provided in Fig. 3 . The column width is defined as the average diagonal distance across the top of the columns (evaluated for 90 to 140 columns per sample), whereas the number density of columns was determined from an evaluation of the area that encompassed $100 columns (ranging from 0.2 to 2 mm 2 area of film). The former increases from 46.1 nm for the shortest columns to 249.8 nm for the tallest, whereas the latter decreases from 6.56 Â 10 10 cm À2 to 2.14 Â 10 9 cm
À2
( Fig. 3a) , and both quantities display a power law dependence on column height. From the apparent power law dependences of the measured microstructural features (Fig. 3a) and an assumption of smooth, slightly conical, cylindrical columns, the normalized total ceria surface area of the films, S total (total area per projected area), was estimated as a function of film thickness (or column height), H, according to where P(h) is the average column perimeter at a given film height and N(h) is the number density of columns at a given film height. As S total is normalized to the projected surface area, it is identical to the surface area enhancement factor (Fig. 3b) . In analogy to the surface area, the volume of ceria deposited per projected area is approximated as
where A(h) is the average column cross-sectional area at a given film height. This second expression, in combination with the material density of 7.15 g cm À3 permits estimation of the conventional specific surface area (area per mass) (Fig. 3b) . It also enabled an estimate of the porosity, a quantity discussed below.
The various approximations not-with-standing, both the BET and microstructural investigations reveal that the surface area enhancement factors and specific areas of the films are enormous. From the direct BET measurements, these quantities are, respectively, 124 AE 1 and 20.6 AE 0.1 m 2 g À1 for the 1.08 mm thick film, and 322 AE 2 and 13.1 AE 0.1 m 2 g À1 for the 4.40 mm thick film. In the case of the thicker film, the surface enhancement factor exceeds that encountered in porous anodes prepared by conventional powder processing (screen-printing and subsequent partial sintering 6, 10, 12 ) by more than an order of magnitude. The specific surface areas are in fact typical of oxide powders with sub-micron-sized particles.
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The microstructurally derived values, though also extremely high, are somewhat lower than those from the direct measurements. This difference (of 34 and 58% in surface area enhancement, respectively, for the two films) is likely a result of nanoscale roughness, as evident, for example, in Fig. 1c , which is not captured in the analytical formalism employed.
Beyond the overall magnitudes of the specific surface area and surface area enhancement factor, there are two other relevant findings regarding the columnar structure. First, while the total surface area increases with film thickness, it does so non-linearly. The microstructural analysis suggests a power-law dependence of area f thickness 0.565 , whereas the limited BET data set suggest a slighlty stronger dependence on thickness (an exponent of $0.7). Accordingly, any process that scales with surface area would not be expected to directly scale with film thickness. Second, from Fig. 1f , it is evident that the large-grained Au and Pt, which were used as current collectors on top of the SDC films, remain confined to the exterior surface of the structure and do not penetrate into the nanoscale porosity. Therefore, contributions to the electrochemical activity from these species are not expected.
Selected results of the electrochemical impedance measurements are provided in Fig. 4 . The raw impedance spectra, examples of which are presented in Fig. 4a , generally exhibited an View Online offset resistance (R off ) at high frequency, evident as a displacement of the data along the real axis, and an ideal or nearly ideal semicircle at lower frequency. In some cases, a small, distorted semicircle was additionally found at higher frequency, but only when Pt was utilized as a current collector (Fig. 4a insert) . In a previous study we showed unequivocally, using dense SDC films and patterned current collectors, that the resistance associated with the nearly ideal arc is due to the surface electrochemical reaction resistance, whereas the offset is due to the bulk resistance of the YSZ electrolyte. 3 The spectra are interpreted similarly here, as supported in detail below. The assignment of the offset resistance to the electrolyte response is explicitly justified by the observation here that R off was independent of gas phase composition and electrode thickness and displayed an activation energy ($0.9 eV) and overall magnitude (implying a conductivity of 5 Â 10 À3 S cm
À1
) that are typical of ionic conductivity in YSZ (i.e., reported apparent activation energy of 1.1 eV and conductivity of 1 Â 10 À2 S cm À1 at 650 C (ref. 13) ). Turning to the prominent, nearly ideal arc in each of the spectra in Fig. 4a , the capacitance implied for this response is $0.3 F cm À2 , irrespective of current collector metal. This large capacitance greatly exceeds typical interfacial values for electrochemical reactions at planar or low roughness surfaces, generally on the order of $10 À3 F cm À2 .
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The assignment of the arc to the response of the ceria film is, in fact, consistent with an unusually large capacitance; the two contributing terms, the bulk chemical capacitance of the mixed conducting ceria and the interfacial capacitance of the ceria-gas interface are each large, the former because of the variable ceria stoichiometry and the latter because of the very high surface area. The resistance associated with this arc is then attributed specifically to the electrochemical reaction resistance for the oxidation of hydrogen at the ceria-gas interface. Such an interpretation, which is analogous to that presented for dense films, 3,11 is further supported by the observation that the resistance measured here is, to first order, independent of the choice of current collector, Au or Pt. The temperature and gas pressure dependences are identical ( Fig. 4b and c) , and the approximately 40% higher resistance in the case of Au (applied by sputter-deposition) may plausibly reflect a greater coverage of the ceria, blocking gas phase access to catalytic sites. In any case, it is evident that the sputtered Au layer has no beneficial impact on the resistance of this response. Electronic and/or ionic charge transport along the columns are readily eliminated as possible rate-limiting-steps because of the highly symmetric shape of the impedance arc. Furthermore, the area-specific resistances for ionic and electronic transport across a distance of $20 mm (based on reported conductivities Finally, gas-phase mass transport is eliminated on the basis of measurements demonstrating independence of the arc features to total gas flow rate over the range 50 to 100 cm 3 min À1 (data not shown), indicating that even at half the flow rate used in the measurements, mass transport limitations are negligible. In contrast to the symmetric, low frequency arc, the distorted, higher frequency arc was found to display a resistance independent of oxygen partial pressure and a magnitude that increased with film thickness (Fig. 4d) . Furthermore, as noted above, this feature was generally absent when utilizing Au as a current collector. On the other hand, its characteristics were unchanged by the introduction of a very thin dense interlayer of SDC between the YSZ substrate and the SDC columnar film. Accordingly, the response is preliminarily attributed to poor contact between the metal and the porous oxide, where the roughness of the latter increases with film thickness. As this response does not appear to be inherent to the behavior of the films (not only does sputtered Au eliminate it, alternative current collection geometries with superior contact characteristics can also be conceived), it is not considered further in this work.
With the physical origins of the impedance behavior identified, the electrochemical reaction activities of the porous SDC films for hydrogen electro-oxidation (associated with the symmetric, low-frequency arc) were evaluated, where activity is defined here to be 1/electrode resistivity (as normalized to the electrolyte projected area). The impedance behavior was well-represented by an RQ sub-circuit, where the n-value in the constant phase element (Q) with impedance Z ¼ 1 Y ðiuÞ n , where Y is a constant and u is frequency, fell within the range 0.94 to 0.98. The dependence of activity on column height (film thickness) is presented in Fig. 5 and detailed in Table 1 for a given set of temperature and atmosphere conditions. For completeness, the capacitance behavior is also presented. The electrode activity clearly rises with increasing thickness, showing a five-fold increase over the range of film thicknesses explored. Furthermore, the dependence on film thickness is clearly non-linear. Including all data points, the slope in the double-logarithimic plot of activity versus column height is 0.45 AE 0.05, and excluding the first, an outlier, the slope is 0.53 AE 0.05. Such behavior is expected for a process which depends on surface area and where the latter, in turn, displays a non-linear dependence on column height. Indeed, the power law behavior observed here of activity f thickness n is almost identical to the power law dependence of surface on thickness, which displays an exponent of 0.565 based on the SEM image analysis. The direct BET measurements also indicate a process that scales with surface area. Interpolating a surface activity of 0.26 U À1 cm À2 for the 1.08 mm thick film, we find that the ratio between activity and surface area enhancement factor (0.26 : 124) of this film is almost identical to that of the 4.40 mm thick film (0.65 : 332). These data provide additional evidence that the impedance-governing process is the electrochemical reaction at the SDC|gas interface. The result further indicates that even the 10.8 mm thick electrode is almost uniformly active in terms of the hydrogen electro-oxidation reaction. In turn, activity throughout the 10.8 mm film implies that electronic and ionic diffusion lengths are short relative to its volumetric specific surface area of $3 Â 10 5 cm 2 cm À3 such that neither mass nor charge transport is rate limiting, as already deduced from the symmetry of the impedance arc. It is noteworthy that, because the current collector is applied atop the porous ceria film and does not make uniform contact to all of the columns (Fig. 1f) , the electron migration distance can be greater than even twice the film thickness, and, nevertheless, electronic resistance does not limit the reaction rate.
The dependence of electrode activity on specific surface area observed here is much higher than one would obtain from an infinitely thick electrode (i.e., thickness greatly exceeds the extent of the active region), which is microstructurally modified to vary its volume specific surface area. In particular, it has been shown in a theoretical analysis that for such thick electrodes the activity will be proportional to the square root of the specific surface area. 15 Thus, a 10 times improvement in the electrode activity of an infinitely thick electrode would require a 100 times increase in surface area. Here, enhancement in activity is achieved simply by increasing the film thickness because the entire film remains active even at a thickness of almost 11 mm.
Turning to an analysis of the capacitance, because chemical capacitance scales with material volume (without contributions from pores), 11 this property can, in principle, be used to obtain an estimate of the film density. However, the measured capacitance is expected to have significant additional interfacial contributions as a result of the large SDC|gas surface area. Indeed, as evident in Table 1 , not only is the capacitance for these films large, it generally increases with film thickness, as would be anticipated for such effects. Decomposition of the measured capacitance into the two contributing terms was carried out by noting that the chemical capacitance depends on pO 2 through its dependence on electronic charge carrier concentration, whereas the interfacial contributions have been found to be independent of pO 2 .
11 Specifically the total capacitance was evaluated as a function of oxygen partial pressure for each film and used to fit the expression C ¼ B Â pO and A, L, and c eon , are the sample cross-sectional area, thickness (or equivalently height, H) and electron concentration, respectively), and the second the interfacial capacitance. An example of the analysis methodology is presented in Fig. 6a for Table 1 , is summarized in Fig. 6b . The computed porosity falls within the range of 17 to 36%, comparable to the value of 20 to 27% estimated from the SEM image analysis. In principle, the second term in the capacitance expression can provide information regarding the total SDCgas interfacial area, but the uncertainty in the derived values and lack of detailed information regarding the specific interfacial capacitance precludes such an analysis.
It is of significant technological and scientific relevance to consider what value of electrode performance can be extrapolated or predicted based on measurements of planar, dense films using defined, patterned electrodes. Patterned electrode studies have gained increasing attention as a result of the insight they can provide with respect to mechanistic pathways. 3, 8, 9, [16] [17] [18] [19] Our own previous studies of dense SDC films serve as a useful reference, and a comparative data point is included in Fig. 5a . Here, the dense film result clearly deviates from the trend for the porous films. Indeed, despite the >300-fold increase in surface area in the 10.8 mm porous film, the increase in activity over that of the planar film is limited to about a factor of 10. While the precise source of the discrepancy remains unknown, the results raise the tantalizing prospect of achieving a 300-fold increase in activity in a porous electrode structure in which the specific activity of the dense film is retained (to attain an area-specific electrochemical resistance of less than 0.02 U cm 2 !) and motivate further study to understand the differences in surface chemistry and structure between planar and porous SDC. In the recent literature, several examples of the impact of PLD growth conditions on the activity of perovskite cathode films for oxygen electroreduction have appeared [20] [21] [22] and may shed light on the behavior of ceria.
Although the observed enhancement in activity falls below that predicted based on an extrapolation of flat film behavior, the increase in surface area achieved here nevertheless creates an SDC electrode with unprecedented overall performance. The results of electrode activity measurements under atmospheres directly relevant to SOFC anodes (98% H 2 , 2% H 2 O) are presented in Fig. 7 for films 2.55 and 4.40 mm in thickness. The temperature dependence, Fig. 7a , is presented in comparison with relevant literature values. The improved activity afforded by the porous ceria electrodes, even when only 2.55 mm thick, is striking. Furthermore, the stability as measured for over 100 h, is remarkable given the fine scale of the microstructural features. It is to be emphasized that high activity is attained here in the absence of any metal catalysts. Such high activity points to the significance of ceria nanostructuring as a route to enhanced activity, consistent with recent preliminary findings from the authors' laboratory. 
Summary
Films of Sm 0.2 Ce 0.8 O 1.9Àd with highly porous and vertically oriented morphology were fabricated by means of PLD and were explored both as high-performance anodes for SOFCs and as a model system for evaluating the impact of electrode architecture on the electrocatalytic activity. The porous, columnar morphology demonstrates superior performance as a SOFC anode for hydrogen electro-oxidation as compared to typical thin or thick film anodes reported in literature. Furthermore, the structure enables a significant simplification of the complex electrochemical reaction pathways relative to typical cermet electrodes. The activity, defined as the inverse of the interfacial resistance normalized to the electrolyte area, depends almost linearly on the electrode specific surface area (or surface area enhancement factor), reflective of a surface reaction limited process. Films as thick as 10.8 mm were found to remain below the thickness of the electrochemical reaction zone, with no indication of the onset of bulk transport limitations. The results suggest a generic approach to high activity electrodes for SOFCs -nanostructuring of mixed ion and electron conductors that inherently display sufficient surface catalytic activity and thermal stability.
